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Digital Asset Management for a
Leading Software Company

Manufacturing consumer products comes with a myriad of content requirements. User guides. 

Inserts. Brochures. Packaging. The list is endless—and so are the challenges. 

Take a leading software company based in Menlo Park, California. An established business, it was 

spun-off quickly from its parent entity, and had to rebrand itself within a short timeframe. It had few 

printed materials to work with, its digital assets were “all over the place”—and it was seriously 

challenged in setting up multiple new production processes in parallel against a strict timeline.

Yet, the company was sure of one key fact: It was better to create an efficient and scalable process 

now—and one that could grow it as it did—instead of waiting and having to fix mislabeled, 

mismanaged, and misused assets at a later date.

It asked Cenveo for help.

The Business Scenario
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The Challenge

The Cenveo team could see that the company needed a robust and extensible system, and proposed 

a solution using Cenveo’s Kadena™ technology platform.  The idea was to implement two of Kadena’s 

expert modules: K-DAM, a robust digital asset manager, and K-Proof, its virtual proofing application.

The Solution

With K-DAM, the company’s designers are able to store and manage their logos, images, and other 

digital assets all from a central location. They can assign appropriate permissions to outside 

vendors, and easily replace used assets with newer versions, virtually eliminating the risk of printing 

an outmoded piece. Even better, the Cenveo team standardized the firm’s storage structure and 

protocols, so that searching through files is a now breeze.

K-Proof makes it easy for the various members of the distributed production team to collaborate 

during the proofing process. In this case, the firm’s designers communicate with pre-press personnel 

directly from Kadena™—reviewing proofs, marking them up, replacing assets, and approving 

collateral items as “ready to print.” The process not only replaced error-prone emails, but eliminated 

miscommunication, and prevented legacy artwork from being published. 

The Future

The company now prints more than five million dollars worth of materials ever year—and continues 

to store its assets and run its projects through Kadena™ It looks to Cenveo as a partner, turning to 

the team when new projects require new solutions. 

It’s a productive relationship, because as the company’s needs grow, so does Kadena™—ensuring a 

smooth operation now and a scalable solution for future success.
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If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact Cenveo at 
solutions@cenveokadena.com, or check out Kadena™ at:  www.cenveokadena.com
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